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seater football stadium is being built in time for the 2010 Soccer World Cup. One third of the work has already been completed, according to the Cape Argus ... 
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Winter activities. Wear suitable gear and footwear for the weather and roughish terrain. Also waterproof protection or hats, sun-block, lots of water and refreshments for the mid-walk break. Dogs on leads are welcome. For security reasons, please phone the Convenor for meeting place and further details especially on dubious weather days. “Moderate” fitness required – for mountain paths; no climbing or scrambling. No smoking on walks please, and switch off/conceal cell-phones. Fresnaye Sports Club (FSC) is on the corner of Ave Normandie and Ave St. Bartholomew, Fresnaye. Date Sat 10th May Sat 24th May Sat 7th June Sat 14th June



Sat 21st June Sat 5th July Sat 19th July



Convenor Caroline Swift 084-303-6777 Annabel Kyriazis 021-439-7786 After 7pm Sidney Schlomowitz 021-439-7786 After 6pm Annabel Kyriazis 021-439-7786 After 7pm



Caroline Swift 084-303-6777 Sidney Schlomowitz 021-439-7786 After 6pm Annabel Kyriazis 021-439-7786 After 7pm



Meeting Details Start Time: 15h30 End time: 18h30 Phone Convenor Start Time: 15h00 End Time: 17h30 Phone Convenor Start Time: 09h00 End time: 13h00 Phone Convenor for Meeting place.. Start Time: 13h00 At Silvermine Phone Convenor



Start Time: 15h00 End time: 17h00 Phone Convenor Start Time: 09h00 End time: 13h00 Phone Convenor for Meeting place.. Start Time: 08h30 End Time: 14h00 Phone Convenor



Event Description Contour path of Table Mountain Lion’s Head



Devil’s Peak.



Walk with Friends of Silvermine-meet at parking area near the dam pay gate. Start 1315 sharp. Signal Hill



Circular walk on Lion’s Head



Chapman’s Peak contour – will be held over if rained out.



]



Notes Visitor: Donation Fitness: MODERATE Members: FREE Visitor: Donation Fitness: MODERATE Members: FREE Visitor: Donation Fitness: MODERATE Members: FREE Visitor: Donation Fitness: MODERATE Members: FREE



Visitor: Donation Fitness: MODERATE Members: FREE Visitor: Donation Fitness: MODERATE Members: FREE Visitor: Donation Fitness: MODERATE Members: FREE



Highlights of our 12th AGM Another year has gone by and many of you joined us at FLASH’s 12th AGM which was held on Wednesday April 16 at the Fresnaye Sports Club. We had a good turn out with 29 attending of which more than half were members. At the meeting FLASH’s hardworking, outgoing chair Teri Kruger handed over the reins to Lynn Gillis who will co-chair the group with Ralph Roseman. Lynn – a psychiatrist and mountaineer - also gave the talk for the evening, on the Psychology of Climbing – the unquenchable passions that drive climbers. The past 12 months once again proved a busy year and one in which FLASH activities included 19 scheduled hacks and litter pick-ups and 34 scheduled walks. In particular, activities included participation in “Everest – Beyond the Limits”, a DSTV promotion; the Hair fundraiser supported by Rotary; “Nothing is impossible” – Braam Malherbe’s talk on his fundraising walk along the Great Wall of China and a year-end social and joining in the TMNP Volunteer Thanksgiving. During the past 12 months several issues were raised by members, including security of our hikes, erosion of footpaths and creation of an informative website for the group. Excerpts from FLASH Chairperson Teri Kruger’s report: Security: Once again this year, the key area of concern has been the security breaches on the mountains. We convened a general members’ meeting in November following a spate of muggings and to discuss the possibility of supporting the TMNP by manning the visitor centres in order that the rangers could be released to do patrols. However, our members were able only to spare a few hours on an ad hoc basis in this respect, so any interested parties were referred to the Keep our Mountain Safe campaign with Andre van Schalkwyk as the leader and co-ordinator. As a result of a previous arrangement with TMNP, the Friends hikes arranged by the group were accompanied by a TMNP Visitor Ranger. While this proved a very positive, proactive relationship from the start, of late we have had much difficult in securing the rangers. More recently TMNP announced its intention to close off the Tafelberg and Signal Hill roads after dark in an attempt to curb crime. Erosion: FLASH member Louise Farrell has been actively engaging TMNP regarding the erosion and upkeep of our footpaths. The Park asked each Friends group to “Adopt a Path” to support them in lowkey maintenance while providing a feedback mechanism to the Park on the general condition of the paths. Heavy duty work was undertaken by the Park where necessary. Website: Ralph Roseman has done a sterling job at reviving the FLASH website: www.friendsoflionshead.org.za The project took much dedication even when he was on his usual travels across the globe. We would like to encourage all of our members to view and contribute to the website as it is a 24/7 window to our world and as a result many overseas and local visitors access our activities. Thanks: FLASH Committee meets regularly to manage the group’s affairs. Gillean Russell has served on the committee for many years but now has passed on the baton due to her personal commitments. Gillean and her brother Dick have been responsible for the quarterly newsletter and minutes of meetings as well as Gill’s other interests in hacks and litter pick-ups. We wish Gillean and her mother, now 100 years young, the very best in the future and our deepest gratitude to Gill for her dedication and service to the Friends over so many years. The Chairperson’s report ended on a personal note from outgoing chair Teri Kruger who tendered her resignation due to personal and professional pressures. Teri was a founding member of the group 12 years ago and was an inspiring and hard-working leader to the committee over the past two years. She supported the Committee’s nomination of Ralph Roseman and Lynn Gillis to share the chair in the year ahead. Donation: The Committee would also like to record its appreciation of a donation of R710-00 made to the FLASH by Kanu Sukha of Hewat Athletic Club.



The Pipe Track (part 1) In 1887 the Cape Town Municipality started work on the Woodhead Tunnel, the scheme which was intended to relieve the water scarcity by making available the inaccessible waters of the Disa Gorge stream. At that time the only road along the face of the Twelve Apostles was a little path leading from Kloof Nek to the top of Table Mountain, via Kasteels Poort. The Pipe Track was built in order to lay this pipeline. The path leaves Kloof Nek opposite the bus terminus and at first is merely a set of steps ascending alongside the houses. Almost immediately the track levels off opposite the Mocke service reservoir. Here you will the first glimpse of the pipeline crossing a little ravine on an aqueduct. This first little aqueduct used to be called Blockhouse Aqueduct. The blockhouse and battery after which it was named were erected in 1781 near this spot by the French defenders of the Cape. Today these fortifications no longer exist. At the time the battery was built, the slopes of the mountain were bare of all but light vegetation. When the Pipe Track was laid however, trees were planted. Today the track winds its shady way beneath gum and pine with occasional glimpses of Kloof Buttress and then dives under another aqueduct. Surrounded by tremendous boulders, this is fittingly known as Granite Aqueduct. A little gully follows, crossed by a footbridge, and then the path passes below the Kloof Nek filtration plant. This plant was built in 1938 at a cost of R268 000 and made it possible for the water from the Woodhead reservoir to be treated. The anomalous result was that whilst Streenbras water was still brown, Table Mountain was delivering white water to Cape Town. The path now drops steeply into Diep Sloot to ascend the slope on the other side. When you emerge from the trees beyond Diep Sloot you will be able to see Kloof Buttress and the deep gullies of Cairn, Fountain, and Grotto Ravines. Peeping through a gap you will see the upper cableway station. (To be continued). Please excuse the map aligned on it’s side – only way to fit it in!



Coconut Rice This traditional Thai dish is simply rice that is cooked in a mixture of coconut milk and water rather than water alone. The texture is soft and creamy and the flavour subtle. Put 2 1/4 cups canned coconut milk in a pan, add 1 1/2 cups water, 1 bruised stalk lemon grass, and 1/2 tsp salt. Bring to a boil, add 1½ cups long-grain rice, and stir once. Half cover with a lid and simmer over gentle heat for 20 minutes. Remove from the heat, cover the pan tightly, and let the rice stand for at least 5 minutes or until ready to serve. Discard the lemon grass before serving, taste, and add more salt if you like.



*************************************** Green Point’s eye sore On a recent walk our group headed for the end of Signal Hill where it could enjoy a break and look down over the impressive sights of Table Bay and the working harbour, the V&A Waterfront and the west coast as it stretches up past Robben Island. It used to be a magnificent spot to take a photo but sadly the eye is now drawn to the huge, scarred area on Green Point common where the 68 000seater football stadium is being built in time for the 2010 Soccer World Cup. One third of the work has already been completed, according to the Cape Argus (April 10 issue) and it is on track to be completed by December 2009. Next thing to mar our view from the top of the hill will be the creation of the 3 000 vehicle “parking bay” which is being created near the stadium. “Green” Point no longer seems such an apt name for this once green and common land.



*************************************** MEMBERSHIP runs from January to December 2008. Please send your payments to Eric Chapman, 11, King Street, Gardens, 8001, or you can deposit your R50 directly to our new ABSA Bank account no. 9176925131, Branch Code 632005. Please make cheques out to: “Friends of Lions Head and Signal Hill” and remember to identify your payment clearly with your name. If you are a new member, please contact him at his



email address - [email protected] and he will add you to the FLASH mailing list.



FRIENDS OF LION’S HEAD APPLICATION/RENEWAL/DONATION FORM Title ________ First name(s) ____________________ Surname ___________________________ Street Address ___________________________________________________________________ Postal Address ____________________________________________________________________ Tel (h) __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ __ __ __



(w) __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ __ __ __



Fax __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ __ __ __ Cell __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ __ __ __ Would you like to receive the newsletter electronically? Yes



No



Email __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ CASH



CHEQUE



DONATION
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Flash 

seron 2 pourvus aider à Éire de vitre repas un véritable sixés. /LIVRAISON\ Vºns H |-. | A DOMICILE | , , . N h |. /'épicerie/ine à Crans-J. RUE LU PRADO 9 ° 3963 ...
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flash 

Longueur du vÃªtement : environ 43.6cm (17 Â¼"). â–¡ Tailles : XS-S-M-L-XL ... Si votre stature est infÃ©rieure Ã  1m63 ou supÃ©rieure Ã  1m74, il est conseillÃ© d'ajuster ...
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Adding content to Drupal from Flash .fr 

Extending and overriding base (super) class functionality. 153 .... Creating a Voter class in ActionScript ...... www.google.com and typing "Sample FLV video file".
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flash memory 

Document Title ..... ation, I/O8 ~ I/O15 are not used to input command & address. ... does not float to high-z condition when the chip is deselected or when outputs ...
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STAGE FLASH 

Il y a quelque chose sur le pare-brise. J'ai conduit aussi vite que possible avec cette pluie. 24. Juho HÃ¤nninen (FIN) / Tomi Tuominen (FIN) (Ford Fiesta RS WRC).
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STAGE FLASH 

3 août 2013 - Daniel Sordo (ESP) / Carlos Del Barrio (ESP) (Citroën DS3 WRC). It's a little bit the same as the others. It's very fast, better than before with no ...
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STAGE FLASH 

2 aoÃ»t 2013 - Karl Kruuda (EST) / Martin JÃ¤rveoja (EST) (Ford Fiesta R5). It's been a very interesting day. I only had the first stage without any problems. 82.
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STAGE FLASH 

1 août 2013 - Kris Meeke (GBR) / Chris Pattersson (GBR) (Citroën DS3 WRC). C'est une spéciale épouvantable. La fin de la descente était très bosselée.
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STAGE FLASH 

2 août 2013 - On est juste en traction avant, je ne vois rien de l'extérieur. Ce n'est pas le ... Daniel Sordo (ESP) / Carlos Del Barrio (ESP) (Citroën DS3 WRC).
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STAGE FLASH 

Juan Carlos Alonso (ARG) / Juan Pablo Monasterolo (ARG) (Mitsubishi Lancer ... Martin Hudec (CZE) / Jakub KotÃ¡l (CZE) (Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X).
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FLASH INFO.jpg 

FREINSAV/ARÃ  disque Ã  bain d'huile et directeurs Ã  l'arriÃ¨re Ã  commande hydr. P0IDS (19) 2130 avecarceau. | 2240 avec Protector. 2320 avec StarLight. DIMENSIONS Avec pneus. 8.25-16AV. 280/85R20AR. â€” Starlight a Protector. : * Largeur min, hors
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Flash Economie 

2 mai 2017 - Flash Economie. 2. Bien sÃ»r, tout le monde aimerait pouvoir accroÃ®tre la consommation des mÃ©nages en France. Bien sÃ»r, il serait agrÃ©able de ...
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STAGE FLASH 

Juha Salo (FIN) / Marko Salminen (FIN) (Subaru Impreza WRX Sti R4). Everything is working nicely. It's ok, I'm trying to push hard. 85. Juha Salo (FIN) / Marko ...
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STAGE FLASH 

2 aoÃ»t 2013 - Rengas meni rikki pÃ¤tkÃ¤n puolivÃ¤lissÃ¤, vaikka ei osuttu mihinkÃ¤Ã¤n. 85. Juha Salo (FIN) / Marko Salminen (FIN) (Subaru Impreza WRX Sti R4).
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STAGE FLASH 

1 août 2013 - Daniel Sordo (ESP) / Carlos Del Barrio (ESP) (Citroën DS3 WRC). It's very tricky the stage, but it's ok. It was slippery but a nice stage. 3. Daniel ...
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STAGE FLASH 

3 août 2013 - Daniel Sordo (ESP) / Carlos Del Barrio (ESP) (Citroën DS3 WRC). It was ok. I was a little bit better maybe. We changed the differential so it is a ...
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Flash Samples 

ActionScriptâ„¢, which lets you create scripts that execute at run time in. AdobeÂ® ... you create scripts that run in the authoring environment (that is, while a user has ... Several JavaScript API samples are available in a folder named Samples/.
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STAGE FLASH 

1 août 2013 - Auto luistelee hieman. 10. Kris Meeke (GBR) / Chris Pattersson (GBR) (Citroën DS3 WRC). This was a beautiful wide Finland road, no verticals.
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Bilan Flash 

Bilan Flash avec Patrimoine en Ligne. Patrimoine en ligne - CAVD Zac St Martin â€“ 36, impasse FranÃ§ois Gernelle - BP 105 - 84120 Pertuis. Pour plus amples ...
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STAGE FLASH 

3 août 2013 - Per-Gunnar Andersson (SWE) / Emil Axelsson (SWE) (Ford Fiesta RS .... Hayden Paddon (NZL) / John Kennard (NZL) (Skoda Fabia S2000).
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STAGE FLASH 

2 aoÃ»t 2013 - Martin Prokop (CZE) / Michal Ernst (CZE) (Ford Fiesta RS WRC). We have no power from the engine - the temperature is 140 C [stopped 2km ...
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STAGE FLASH 

3 aoÃ»t 2013 - We jumped too far and had heavy landing. We broke something on the steering. 85. Juha Salo (FIN) / Marko Salminen (FIN) (Subaru Impreza ...
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STAGE FLASH 

2 aoÃ»t 2013 - Per-Gunnar Andersson (SWE) / Emil Axelsson (SWE) (Ford Fiesta RS WRC). It's working quite well and there is still more to do with the car to ...
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Flash! - BKW 

demande, les véhicules électriques pourront réinjecter cette électricité ... véhicules électriques, ne cesse de s'agrandir. ... die musicale retraçant l'histoire.
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